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STaZIoNE fUNICoLaRE CITTà BaSSa - PIaZZa mERCaTo dEL fIENo
EX CoNVENTo SaN fRaNCESCo
This route runs through the ancient heart of the city. The ancient fortress offers stunning views, 
Via Gombito follows the Roman cardo, the former convent of San francesco is enchanting for 
its stunning succession of cloisters, while the Lombard and Carolingian royal courts were located 
near Piazza di S. Pancrazio. Several alleys open up along the route, offering unexpected views. 
In the Piazza del fieno area, the remains of the Roman baths were discovered in the cellars of 
buildings.  

funicolar sTaTion palace
Via Porta dipinta, 1
before it was owned by the ghibelline suardi family in the middle ages, it was home to the con-
sortium of shoemakers and butchers. The ground floor has three gothic arches (entrances to the 
building, to workshops or storage rooms), on the first floor the portrait of guidino suardi is painted 
on the facade, depicting him holding a scroll with the inscription “vim will repel licet” (“it is lawful to 
repel force by force“).

forTress
Piazzale Brigata Legnano
christians built one of the city’s most ancient churches, in honour of st. euphemia, on this scenic hill: 
the current church is a reconstruction dating back to 1928. The construction of the fortress began in 
1331, with the coming of King John of bohemia, marking the end of free communes and the rise of the 
signoria. The mighty circular tower, built in the mid-fifteenth century, houses the historical museum.

bergamo hisTory museum
Piazzale Brigata Legnano
The nineteenth-century section of the bergamo history museum is set up inside the main tower of 
the fortress. The collection, which consists of environmental reconstructions, multimedia stations, 
information sheets and findings, begins with the arrival of french troops in 1796 and traces the city’s 
development in relation to lombard and national history up until 1870.

former conVenT of s. francesco
Piazza mercato del fieno, 6/a
construction on the convent began in the late thirteenth century, following the arrival of various 
franciscan friars. Transformed over the centuries, remains of the original structure include sarcophagi 
of urban families, which stand against the walls of the fifteenth-century cloister, which the chapter 
house faces with its mullioned and arched portal. Today it serves as the headquarters of the bergamo 
history foundation.

The iTinerary

ThE RoUTES of hISToRY
This rouTe runs Through The hearT of The ciTy inside The VeneTian walls. The 
urban layouT from The roman period remains, wiTh The cardo and decuma-
no ThaT inTersecT aT The gombiTo Tower. The mosT imporTanT buildings daTe 
bacK To when The ciTy was a free commune. The years spenT under The rule 
of The signorie is eVidenced by The forTress and The ciTadel, The miliTary 
and defence sTrucTures builT To proTecT The rulers from The ciTy. Venice 
builT The cyclopean ramparT walls. The renoVaTion worK performed during 
The early TwenTieTh cenTury aimed To proTecT The heriTage of The old ciTy.
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PIaZZa mERCaTo dEL fIENo - mUSEo SToRICo dELL’ETà VENETa
Via Colleoni brings you back to the Roman cardo up to the heart of Piazza Vecchia, the heart of 
the Upper Town: this is where the city’s most important buildings and interesting museums are 
found. despite the diversity of styles and eras, an overall architectural harmony can be seen that 
makes this square one of the most beautiful in Italy.

gombiTo Tower
Via Gombito, 13
Tall towers were built by the city’s noble classes at the time of the medieval communes, initially a sign 
of power and distinction, and later a mark of military hegemony in the long struggle between the city’s 
factions. This medieval tower is a symbol of the city, built in the early thirteenth century. 52 metres tall, 
it is impressive for its size, height and the composition of its walls. in was donated to the city in 1877.

palazzo nuoVo (angelo mai library)
Piazza Vecchia, 15
construction work, which began in 1604, continued in 1611 based on a design by Vincenzo scamozzi, 
a pupil of palladio. The monumental zandobbio marble facade was finally completed in 1928 by 
ernesto pirovano, in keeping with the original designs. home to the Town hall until 1873, it currently 
houses the municipal library, with a collection that includes scrolls, codices, incunabula, and music 
of great value and globes by Vincenzo coronelli.

piazza Vecchia
Piazza Vecchia
fully completed in the mid-1400s with the demolition of various buildings and incorporating an older 
and small square, in the place where the grain and fodder market was once held, for centuries it was 
the representative seat of the city government. The home of the Venetian podestà  rises up to the 
west. The civic Tower overlooks the square. a fountain donated to the city in 1780 by the podesta’ 
alvise contarini stands in the centre of the square.

palazzo della ragione
Piazza Vecchia
built during the city’s most flourishing period as a free commune (late 1100), this is the oldest existing 
municipal building in lombardy. several changes were made under the Venetian republic’s rule, such 
as the reversal of the front from piazza duomo to piazza Vecchia, along with its complete reorganisa-
tion. even the entry staircase, which leads up to the salone delle capriate, was built in the mid-1400s.

ciVic Tower (campanone)
Piazza Vecchia, 8
built towards the end of 1100 by the suardi family, then sold to the city in 1200, its height of 52.76 
meters makes this tower the city’s tallest. in the past, the main bell would ring out to signal the evening 
curfew, city council meetings and other public events. from the top of the tower, accessible on foot or by 
elevator, you can enjoy a spectacular view of the city, the orobie mountains and the surrounding plains.

podesTÀ palace and archaeological area
Piazza Vecchia, 8a
The excavations carried out between 2001 and 2011 led to the recovery of large ruins dating back 
to different historical periods, including the time spanning between the protohistoric settlement and 
the middle ages. a complex of workshops arranged on a paved road, believed to be a street or a 
square, dates back to the roman empire. Three tombs and a setback of the foundation on the south 
side of the civic tower date back to the dark ages.

inTeracTiVe hisToric museum of The 16Th cenTury VeneTian era
Piazza Vecchia
housed in palazzo del podestà  in piazza Vecchia, the museum consists of seven interactive rooms 
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that exhibit ingenious sound, graphic and sensory solutions that allow visitors to delve into the every-
day life and the secrets of sixteenth century Venetian bergamo. a fascinating journey spanning a 
century. Thanks to the latest technologies, traces of the past are brought to life.

PIaZZa dUomo - TEmPIETTo S. CRoCE  
Behind Piazza Vecchia the road plan becomes less regular, as it was likely of pre-Roman origins. The 
ups and downs of the route are reminiscent of the small hills on which the city rose up. The chatter in 
the streets in the Upper Town is less intrusive, allowing you to enjoy the magical atmosphere to the 
fullest.  

piazza duomo
Piazza duomo
The religious heart of the city owes its name to the impressive cathedral that overlooks it, situated 
opposite the baptistery, the bishop’s palace and the curia. before the Venetian republic created 
what is known today as piazza Vecchia, this was the city’s medieval square, dedicated to st. Vincent, 
and the centre of the city and political life where decrees were announced, deeds were written and 
trades and negotiations took place.

caThedral of s.alessandro marTire
Piazza duomo
built over the fifth century cathedral dedicated to s. Vincenzo, enlarged and rebuilt starting in the 
romanesque period,  in 1459 based on a design by filarete, the present church is the final result of 
the seventeenth-century project by c. fontana. The dome and the facade were completed in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. The splendid interior houses, among other, paintings by g.b. 
moroni and Tiepolo.

caThedral museum and Tresure
Piazza duomo
The museum tells the history of bergamo’s duomo starting in the fifth century a.d. and offers a 
fascinating archaeological journey between early christian and roman ruins, medieval frescoes and 
renaissance and romanesque walls, which surprisingly correspond in most part to the perimeter of 
the present church. The cathedral’s collection includes some of the most valuable pieces owned by 
the diocese.

basilica of sanTa maria maggiore
Piazza duomo
built starting in 1137, the gothic porticoes were added by giovanni da campione in 1300. since 1449 
it has been managed by the congregation of mercy on behalf of the city, which has patronage over 
the structure. inside, visitors can admire frescoes, stucco work, tapestries and wood inlays designed 
by lotto. musical masters such as simone mayr, donizetti’s tutor (both buried in the basilica), have 
directed the old chapel.

colleoni chapel
Piazza duomo
commissioned in 1472 by bartolomeo colleoni and designed by amadeo, this chapel represents 
bergamo’s finest example of renaissance architecture. although still incomplete, the leader was 
buried there in 1475. inside visitors can see his sarcophagus with marble reliefs of amadeo and the 
equestrian statue of sixtus of nuremberg in gilded wood. frescoes by g.b. Tiepolo (1733) can be 
seen in the spandrels and lunettes.

aula picTa of The curia
Piazza duomo, 5
supported by a massive rounded arch,  the walls of this room are richly covered with thirteenth cen-
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tury frescoes, discovered in 1937: last supper and washing of the feet (left wall), annunciation (on 
the large arch), passion, christ in glory and christ the Judge (beyond the large arch), st. narnus 
and st. Viator, the city’s first bishops, (in a double lancet window), and st. alexander on horseback 
(in a mullion and in the lunette).

Temple of s.croce
Piazza duomo
located near the ancient bishop’s palace, this chapel with a quatrefoil central layout was documented 
for the first time in 1133, while it was referred to as the bishop’s chapel in 1169. it was rearranged in 
the sixteenth century and restored in 1937. The recent restoration project brought to light the lower 
trefoil part of the building, which rests on the ancient aqueduct of the antescolis fountain.

mUSEo doNIZETTIaNo - oRTo BoTaNICo
Via arena, most likely a reference to the location of the Roman arena, goes down towards the 
walls. from the ramparts of San Giovanni you can enjoy a splendid view of the underlying Conca 
d’oro, behind which you can see the flatlands of the Po Valley and the apennines on clear days. 
Behind the terraces of the vegetable gardens and the gardens of the monastery of Santa Grata, 
who lived until the year one thousand, is where the remains of St. Grata rest, the city’s patron 
saint along with St. alexander. 

donizeTTi museum
Via arena, 9
The collection dedicated to gaetano donizetti (1797-1848) is displayed in what was once the sala 
del consiglio della misericordia maggiore in bergamo, painted by Vincent bonomini in neoclassical 
style. The museum allows visitors to discover evidence that traces the biographical and artistic works 
of the great composer from bergamo.

s.gioVanni embrasure
Viale delle mura/Baluardo San Giovanni
The bastions of the Venetian walls conceal a complex system of embrasures, escape routes and tun-
nels. This bastion defence system became operational in the city in 1590. it houses an old armoury 
(open to the public in 2009 - please check open hours), consisting of large rooms used to house 
artillery and ammunition, two firing holes and a tunnel that leads to the foot of the walls.

lorenzo roTa boTanical garden
Scaletta Colle aperto
The 2,400 square metre gardens are home to over 1,200 types of plants, the majority of which in 
micro-habitats, which replicate or imitate their natural environments. The gardens are only accessible 
by foot from a staircase of 141 steps, offering a unique panorama with sweeping views over the upper 
Town’s rooftops and monuments and the first offshoots of bergamo’s alpine foothills.

CITTadELLa VISCoNTEa - TEaTRo SoCIaLE 
This last route does not require much walking, but it will take time if you plan to visit the Natural 
history and archaeological museum, housed in the fourteenth-century defensive structure built 
by the Visconti. from the Visconti citadel, this route leads back to the heart of the old city, a po-
pular site for taking a Sunday stroll, shopping and enjoying fine food, which ends with a discovery 
of its other treasures. Be sure to include the Lantro fountain on your list of sites to see. 

VisconTi ciTadel
Piazza della Cittadella
The citadel stands witness to the Visconti family’s rule over bergamo, which began in 1332 and lasted 
up to 1428, when the city passed under Venetian domination. built in 1379 when rodolfo Visconti 
commissioned the construction of the garrison’s housing units, the complex, known as the hospitium 
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magnum, has undergone numerous interventions. The Visconti porch with its pointed arches was 
restored from 1958 to 1960.

archaeological museum
Piazza della Cittadella, 9
housed since 1960 in the fourteenth century palazzo Visconti citadel, this museum tells the long 
history of the territory of bergamo. it offers a fascinating journey through time on the trail of the 
celts, romans and lombards. The museum houses ancient artifacts, including various polished stone 
axes from the neolithic period, and interesting frescoed plaster works (i-ii cent. ad) recovered from 
a domus of the city.

enrico caffi museum  of naTural sciences
Piazza della Cittadella, 10
founded in 1918 with a collection of geological, botanical, zoological and ethnographic artefacts. 
Known for its collection of ancient fossils, including a deer dating back 700 million years ago, the 
museum houses collections of mammals, invertebrates and specimens from the main classes of plants 
and animals from different geological eras. worthy of note is an exceptional flying reptile that lived 
220 million years ago. 

TeaTro sociale TheaTre
Via Colleoni, 2
built on the initiative of noble citizens and inaugurated in 1808 and designed by austrian architect 
leopoldo pollack, it would become the city’s most important theatre (1300 seats, 88 theatre boxes 
distributed over three levels and a gallery). it remained in operation until 1929, when it was used as a 
venue for occasional parties and carnival dances. following decades of neglect, it was restored and 
reopened to the public in 2009.
  

GETTING hERE

There are many ways to reach the Upper Town from Lower Bergamo:
•	 with the funicular to the upper Town;
•	 with aTb bus no. 1;
•	 on foot, following the numerous flights of steps, such as the one to the side of the funicular 

station in lower bergamo;

•	 by car. it is not recommended to travel to the upper Town by car: there are many zTl (limited 
traffic) areas that are completely closed off to traffic on weekends and summer evenings. if ne-
cessary, cars can be parked for a limited time along the walls, in the two parking lots in piazza 
mercato del fieno and next to the lower station of the san Vigilio funicular. another option 
is to park your car for free near via grataroli then take the nearby steps to the upper Town or 
walk up to the funicular in the upper Town.

Services along the way
•	 Tourism information office;
•	 post office;
•	 public toilets.

Parks
•	 rimembranze park;
•	 la crotta park;
•	 lawns of the city walls.
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The Routes of History
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itinerary
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funicular building Upper Town
Piazza mercato delle Scarpe
Rocca (fortress)
former Convent of San francesco
Gombito Tower
Tourist office  I.a.T. Bergamo alta
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Palazzo Nuovo (angelo mai Library)
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Campanone (Civic Tower) - historical museum 
of the Venetian age - The interactive 16th century
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donizetti museum
San Giovanni Embrasure
“Lorenzo Rota” Botanical Garden
archaeological museum
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Basilica of Santa maria maggiore
duomo - Cathedral museum and Tresure
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